


Introduction of the book:

In every secret love affair there is a tragic ending or 
Sometimes happy ones the only thing is when everyone 
Finds out about these secret affairs it’s such a shock. 
You would have never believed certain people was 
Creeping around with each other but anyway I would 
Like to thank you very much for being a reader and 
God bless you. I love all of my readers. 

Janessa J.Jordan-Rowell
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Chapter one: love affair

The secret love affair occurred when the two first met 
working together as business partners they names 
were Benjamin and Beverly the two have been seeing 
each other and having sexually contact for a while 
Benjamin was a married man with one child and 
Beverly she was single with no children Beverly knew 
that Benjamin was a married man but she did not 
care. She decided  to still continue creeping around 
with Benjamin, Beverly met and knew Benjamin’s 
wife and his kid they met at business meetings and 
events it was so crazy because Beverly was a little 
close to the wife they were friends to at one point in 
time but she never knew that Beverly was sleeping 
around with her husband. Benjamin and Beverly used 



to creep and sleep around with each other they use to 
meet up sometimes at each other’s houses or in hotels 
Benjamin was madly in love with Beverly on the low 
key he really had the hots for her she did things with 
him sexually that his wife did not do with him but the 
only thing was Beverly did not know that Benjamin 
had other woman on his hands that he was seeing also 
but him and Beverly was real good friends the only 
part was that Beverly messed up and mixed business 
with pleasure and ended up falling in love with 
Benjamin. Benjamin had other business partners as 
female women when Beverly did not see Benjamin for 
a while she would get upset she could not understand 
why she did not hear from him or to why he was not 
calling her for business proposals frequently well it 
was because he was busy working with other people 
Beverly did not pressure it too much plus she was 
doing her working projects and dealing with her 
independent responsibilities that she had going on. 
Finally Tuesday afternoon Beverly received an 
voicemail message from Benjamin this was the 
message that he left on her voicemail box “ Hey bell it’s 
ben I know it’s been a while since we have seen each other but I been 
very busy baby i just wanted to tell you that I love and miss you see 
you soon ben.” Beverly then saved the message on her 
voicemail she love hearing his voice he sounded so 
sexy on her answering machine she smiled while 



listening to it. The two was both really busy with work 
but when they got to see each other and spent together 
time in secret in the bedroom Beverly puts it down on 
him sexually nobody really blow his top like she did 
that’s why he was creeping and cheating on his wife 
with her but she was not the only one and Beverly 
knew that.



Chapter two: womanizer

Benjamin was an very rich business man that worked 
for the government he worked in all type of agency’s 
being that he had so much money he attracted a lot of 
women to him they came at him left and right and 
who ever wanted  to do any business proposals all they 
had to do was write they name on the list Benjamin 
went for all of the pretty women. As all of the business 
deals became deep the more women came between 
Beverly and Benjamin Beverly had seen that 
Benjamin turned out to be a womanizer every woman 
who had step into the business he had sexual relations 
with them and remember he was married with a wife. 
The new ones was his girlfriends I mean you could not 
really tell if he was married or not because every time 



he was with a new woman acting like he had business 
with them with proposals basically he did not act 
married at all. In these new sexual relationships with 
these women he ended up being engaged to some of 
them and getting them pregnant some women had 
babies from him and some of the women had abortions 
from him Mr. Benjamin became a womanizer and the 
women was a bad habit for him his wife did not know 
that he had new babies that was getting ready to be 
born by many different woman he had to seduce them 
and keep them quite by giving them money.



Chapter three: attach

Benjamin started getting attach to living this life style 
out all of his fantasy’s with having secret love affairs 
with all of these women. He got so attached that he 
contacted a deadly serious disease which is HIV/AIDS 
he had money to pay for cures because he was a rich 
business man. Nobody knew that he was carrying this 
disease not even his wife he did not tell anyone he kept 
it all to himself attachment for sleeping with the 
enemy smiling and grinning in her face without her 
knowing oh baby it’s just business he tells his wife but 
it was all business with secret sexual pleasures.



Chapter four: adultery

In Benjamin adultery ways there was not any changes 
made he could not stop his sexual intercourse habits 
that he had lusting for other women. Benjamin was 
also having sex with the same sex and that was with 
men also he was not married to any of his partners 
that he had sex with they were single individuals 
without any spouses to come home to and tell them lies 
and make up excuses and that’s what Benjamin did to 
his wife make up lies and excuses up about business 
time to sneak and creep around. His wife had no idea 
that he was bisexual he went both ways on some down 
low shit adultery is a very serious criminal offense but 
he did not care the only thing was what happens when 
the wife finds out about all of this stuff with these 



secret love affairs his wife name was Victoria when 
these secrets got exposed to her and if she was to find 
out about this Victoria would be very hurt it would 
really hurt her to the core because he was a unfaithful 
lying cheating dirty dog who needed to be punished.



Chapter five: cheating

One lovely morning Benjamin woke up and got ready 
for work to go to the office and he forgot and left his 
cellular phone on the dresser and Victoria search 
through the phone she found text messages and even 
listened to the voicemail messages on the phone she 
could not believe some of the text messages that she 
had seen in the phone from both men and women this 
is how Victoria found out that her husband have been 
cheating on her under her nose she cried while reading 
and listening to those messages she threw the phone on 
the floor and started screaming from the top of her 
lungs she was in shock she panic and almost had to go 
to the hospital she almost had a nervous break



down when she found out that her husband have been 
sleeping around with the same sex it was crazy how 
this situation have happened. Later on that evening 
Benjamin came in from work Victoria had a knife in 
the kitchen she was ready to stab him up in the house 
she confronted him about those text messages and 
voicemails messages she ask Benjamin was he having 
secret love affairs with men and women to see if he 
denied it and he did not deny any of it he told her that 
he was bisexual and she asked him why didn’t he tell 
her before she married him she was all caught up in 
his bullshit yet the cheater has been caught good luck 
to Victoria.



Chapter six: intimate

Victoria had no idea that he was all intimate and that 
really close to those people that was business wise and 
sex wise she was the wife stuck in between bullshit 
with her son that she had to take care of the whole 
situation was ridiculous. It was like these relationships 
that he had with these men and women was more 
than friendship it was supposed to be kept confidential 
but somehow Victoria found out about the intimacy 
with Benjamin because he was her husband he came 
home to her day and night and sometimes they had 
sexually contact with each other Victoria was madly 
in love with Benjamin but it’s a couple of things that 
she did not know she had no idea that he was having 
sex with other people other than herself he made her 



believed that he was faithful when he was not faithful 
at all he was intimate with other sex partners having 
three some and one night stands the intimacy between 
him and his women and men.



Chapter seven: sex scandal

Benjamin sex scandals was at the highest rumor list in 
the business of the companies government agency’s 
that he had worked for it was so hard for the real top 
boss managers to get proof of evidence of if these sex 
scandals was true. Everybody kept hearing about it 
but you cannot always believe everything that you 
hear because it does not be true so they had one of his 
sex partners that he had been creeping with they paid 
two people a woman and a man to set him up on 
camera by having sexual contact on tape they needed 
just good enough proof to these sex scandals rumors 
with these men and women. 



Chapter eight: deception

When Victoria found out that her husband deceived 
her she felt like she was defrauded and rob the rumors 
she kept hearing about him come to find out it was 
true one day Victoria was at home in her gym in the 
basement and the house door bell ring and it was the 
mail man with a small little box in his hands he ask 
for an signature for the package Victoria then signed 
for the package when she closed the door she noticed 
that the package was for her husband because it had 
his name on it she set it on the counter and went to go 
look for scissors to open the package she then open the 
package and it was a letter with two video tapes 
inside of it Victoria then pop the video tape in the 
television and it was her husband having sex with 



another man she was devastated to see this video tape 
she then put the other video tape in and seen him 
having sex with another women as she laughed and 
cried she said you can’t be fucking serious is this really 
happening and she was like the rumors were true he 
had intimate sexual relations with these people under 
my nose she then read the letter it said dear, Mr. 
Benjamin Douglas this letter is about your position as 
government agent officer termination due to sexual 
relations of secret love affairs of sex tapes of evidence 
to terminate you so there for I hereby that you are 
fired due to misconduct of sexual relation.



Chapter nine: sexual relationship

There are differences in relationships but these secret 
love affair relationships was sexual relationships with 
men and woman there was no feelings to be catched it 
was just sexual pleasures for these moments and time 
the pleasures was wanted and needed but sometimes 
that’s when mistakes happen and people get caught up 
in deep situations but that’s what happens when you 
creep around there is a price that you have to pay so 
it will eventually catch up to you later and have to be 
paid for. Some of these men and women who had 
sexual relationships with Benjamin was in love with 
him they fall in love but it was just sexual intimacy 
for a short period of time he was a married man that 
wanted his cake and eat it to i found that to be greedy 



selfish and nasty. It’s crazy how you could have a 
business work relationship and a sexual relationship 
too how would this ever work out to someone not 
catching feelings or wanting more in a relationship 
with a person more than just sex. 



Chapter ten: romantic friendship

Benjamin wanted more in this secret love affair when 
it came down to having romantic friendships he 
picked his favorites men and woman that he would 
have liked to romance with other then his wife. The 
friendship was worth more than just sex he brought 
them gifts and even took them out to romantic 
dinners, shopping sprees, and vacations he romance 
with them a little he wanted more and they wanted 
more also some of those people shared they life secrets 
with Benjamin telling him they dreams and goals he 
had a very loving romantic friendship with these men 
and women and treated them very nicely also he had 
a lot of love for them as a loving healthy friendship. 



Chapter eleven: private

These private life secret love affairs was finally 
revealed the relationships was supposed to be kept 
private but somehow privacy always somehow get 
invaded the mystery of truth comes out when 
everyone finds out relationships can go from being 
private to public. Benjamin was dating people like he 
was free on the market shelf when he actually wasn’t 
he really had these men and women think that they 
were his couples like he was always into everything 
and wanted to be apart of everything these secret love 
affairs relations was supposed to be kept private but 
his partners some of them wanted to let the public 
know about his affairs and what he was really about 



the business man had multiple private secret love 
affairs with many different women and men.



Chapter twelve: single

Single is the best relationship freedom you could ever 
have it’s better and you can do what you want to do 
with no strings attached and no feelings to be felt for 
being the status of single gives you the ability to find 
out what kind of relationship you want and what 
you’re looking for as not to jump into marriage just 
for it not to work out and then be in a status of getting 
a divorce single is the best way to be because in the 
ending throughout all of the relationships your still 
going to be single so why go through these steps to end 
up back by yourself again as single. Single the best 
status in the world when you are single you could 
have all of the secret love affairs that you want but 
the only thing is those other people status that you’re 
having those relations with may not be single. In the 
single life of being unmarried and in a stable sexual 
relationship a free bachelor with no children an 
individual alone the solitary to move how you want to 



move and do what you want to do it’s really better to 
be and stay single.



Chapter thirteen: married

When being married you supposed to be committed to 
one women and that is you wife Benjamin married his 
wife Victoria in the year of 2008 throughout the years 
they had a pretty wonderful marriage before he 
became a cheater they spent more family time with 
each other before all of these people came along and 
this so called big business deals at work. They spent a 
lot of time with each other and went on vacations and 
took a lot of pictures family portraits of him his wife 
Victoria and his son Sammy. They had made such an 
awesome couple when you are married you are to be 
faithful to each other and united to one another two 
spouses together forever in a loving caring marriage 
and suppose to not let anyone come between the 
marriage. When married you are making a promise to 
never cheat as to your wife or husband being the only 
one that you’re in love with and having sex with but 
who would have known that Benjamin was having 
these secret love affairs when Victoria found out that 



her husband was unfaithful to her and had cheated on 
her with numerous of men and women she was ready 
to get a divorce because she was sick and tired of the 
lies about the business deals and the so called clients 
that he was meeting and sleeping with them when his 
wife had finally went to her doctor appointment she 
found out that her husband had gave her aids and 
that he was HIV positive because he was sleeping with 
men and women without protection condoms and he 
had spread the disease to his wife he was a sick man 
Victoria was then just ready to divorce him stay 
away from him the marriage that they had was 
ending due to the secret love affairs and the cheating.



Chapter fourteen: divorce

Victoria went to see a lawyer and counsel about 
getting a divorce from Benjamin she was already for 
her paper work for her divorce so that she could sign 
the papers and move on with her life without his nasty 
ass in it. The divorce process was not that easy 
because Victoria had to find her a new house for her 
and her son Sammy to move into also she had to pack 
up her things and belongings from the house that they 
had together it was so much that had to be done in this 
divorce process but Victoria had got everything done. 
The divorce did not happen so quickly there was deep 
reasons why this divorce was happening Victoria has 
become irritated about this situation of marriage 
court battle with Benjamin it was just so much drama 
with the divorce because he was actually broke due to 
the loss of his job and getting caught on video tapes 
having secret love affairs with those many men and 
women Victoria and his work place boss had seen the 
tapes and they was so discussed Victoria took copies of 



the video tapes with him having sex with these men 
and women to court to show the judge why she was 
divorcing him it was his time to burn in hell for being 
a cheating devil dog. The judge granted that he pay 
his wife six million dollars for the divorce to his wife 
and son and for them to be separated and disunite 
from each other because all of that was in a written 
statement in the prenup agreement before they got 
married so everything got granted for Victoria and 
the divorce was done and the hell was finally over 
marriage free from stress and drama she was well 
established and had everything planned out.



Chapter fifthteen: committed love

In all of these secret love affairs relationships there 
was no committed love nobody was committed to each 
other they were just fooling around with one another 
why do fools fall in love? You are to never fall in love 
when everything has to be a secret because if they are 
keeping them affairs secret there is no telling what 
else they can be keeping in secret as to not telling them 
partners that they are having relations with. It was 
supposed to be love trust and honesty mutually 
connected Benjamin cherished every single affairs 
that he had with his partners sexual infidelity having 
sexual relationships where the principle partners were 
men and women relationships outside of a relationship 
that includes a commitment to have with these people 
and promise to have committed love that which led to 
an broken promise.



 

Chapter sixteen: shame of guilt

Benjamin was guilty for having these secret love 
affairs his world was coming to an end he felt a shame 
of guilt for cheating on his wife and being divorced. 
Guilt of lust cheating and lies it has finally caught up 
to him the tables turned so fast he did not know how to 
handle his guilt stage of depression and shame it was 
horrible for him to be having these affairs it was time 
for him to grief the shame of guilt that he was holding 
inside.



Chapter seventeen: emotional love

The emotion to cry your eyes out for being in love 
falling in love it’s an emotion feeling emotional love 
can be vented by certain stages of life. It can be a 
hurtful crisis but you can make it through the nature 
cause of braking down. Sometimes people emotions 
gets the best of them and they can get violent it all 
depends how you keep your emotions under control it’s 
a very hard issue to express state of being in strong 
emotional attachment emotional love but love is not 
really an emotion there is a big difference from 
physical love physical bodies perhaps emotion can 
exist without notice of appearance it all depends on 
the feelings felt weather they are deep feelings that 
hurt but in the end the message is that it’s all love no 
matter how emotional in that moment of time of mood 
and behavior. What the game in the secret love affairs 
people sometimes end up getting hurt they will never 
know how they emotions is going to play out are they 
going to be okay with it or are they going to go crazy 



over the person that played them but even so they 
have to keep it all under control never let your 
emotions take you under and make you do something 
that you’re going to regret at the end of the day it’s all 
a state of being in emotional love.



Chapter eighteen: passion

Wine and dine in passion of secret love affairs there is 
a love & hate relationships in passion long term sexual 
desires passion was his strong feelings about his 
partners in his affairs he was having. The passion of 
love which was these love affairs sensation of pleasure 
or pain I think it was both he was hurting by pain and 
was satisfied with the pleasures of sex Benjamin was 
an sex feen it was a strong extravagant fondness 
intense sexual love of passion a strong affection to his 
secret love affairs. He was suffering with his illness 
that he had the kind of illness that he had resulted to 
death and he could die from it he was suffering 
passion love due to his secret affairs that he was 
having.





Chapter nineteen: dalliance

In Benjamin involvements with these socialism secret 
love affairs that he had interest in that he had 
multiple sex partners with. Was his sex scandal 
coming to an end?  I guess it was these relationships 
was not lasting and  was not even serious it was all 
about sex in some relationships in these secret affairs 
but sex was all he ever cared about that I don’t think 
he even cared that some of his vitamins that he 
infected with his illness was hurt but that’s what 
happens when creeping around in secret people are 
bound to get hurt and it can be a very painful 
outcome the fun and the games was over I guess 
Benjamin was amuse at this but the secret love affairs 
was ending the arouse sexual interest the other 
partners felt very bad for whoever was going to be his 
next victim of flirtation and sexual playful 
amusement.



Chapter twenty: devotion

In the secret love affairs there was a lot of devotion to 
sexual selfless affection and dedication Benjamin was 
open to all persons independent of cast of sex.



                   The end


